e use of pyrodevices in the aerospace industry has been increasing because of their ability to implement separation missions with a small weight, for example, space launchers, spacecrafts, and missiles. During operation, pyrodevices generate pyroshock, which causes failures of electronic devices. Recently, a pyroshock simulation method using laser shock has been developed to evaluate the risk of pyroshock before flight mission. However, depending on the structure, the laser shock showed some difficulty simulating pyroshock in the low-frequency regime accompanying vibration. erefore, in this study, we developed a hybrid method of numerical modal analysis and laser shock-based experimental simulation to visualize the pyroshock propagation in all the relevant frequency regimes. For the proof of concept of the proposed method, we performed experiments of explosive boltinduced shock and pyrolock-induced shock in the open-box-type tension joint and compared the hybrid simulation results with actual pyroshock. From the results, we obtained the simulated time-domain signal with an averaged peak-to-peak acceleration difference (PAD) of 11.2% and the shock response spectrum (SRS) with an averaged mean acceleration difference (MAD) of 28.5%. In addition, we were able to visualize the simulation results in the temporal and spectral domains to compare the pyroshock induced by each pyrodevice. A comparison of the simulations showed that the pyrolock had an impulse level of 1/12 compared to the explosion bolt. In particular, it was confirmed that the pyrolock-induced shock at the near field can cause damage to the electronic equipment despite a smaller impulse than that of the explosive bolt-induced shock. e hybrid method developed in this paper demonstrates that it is possible to simulate pyroshock for all the frequency regimes in complex specimens and to evaluate the risk in the time and frequency domain.
Introduction
Pyrodevices separate a substructure from a main structure via an explosion. Pyrodevices are widely used in the aerospace field because they have the advantages of enabling a separation mission with low weight and small volume [1, 2] . However, during operation, such a pyrodevice generates a high-frequency pyroshock, which causes failures in electronic devices [3] . According to a NASA technical memorandum published in 1988, 84 failures related with pyroshock occurred during 600 missile missions over 23 years, most of which were caused from the shock above 3 kHz [4] . erefore, it is necessary to study the pyroshock to ensure the safety of the mission.
Pyroshock is divided into point-source pyroshock, linear-source pyroshock, and combined-source pyroshock, depending on the type of the pyrodevice. In addition, pyroshock is divided into three fields according to the magnitude and frequency of the response [5] [6] [7] . Figure 1 shows the pyroshock classification criteria. As shown in Figure 1 , because the pyroshock includes broad-frequency band components, it is necessary to quantify the characteristics and risk of each. e most widely used quantification technique is the shock response spectrum (SRS), which is calculated based on the acceleration time history of pyroshock [8, 9] .
Various simulation techniques have been developed to study pyroshock. Although there have been studies to simulate pyroshock using mechanical shocks, they all have limitations in that they can only be simulated for pointsource pyroshock [10, 11] . In addition, finite element analysis has been used to simulate pyroshock in the lowfrequency regime such as the far field. However, the finite element models used were not accurate for numerical simulation of the high-frequency structural response [12, 13] . Recently, research has involved simulation of pyroshock experimentally using laser shock. In this simulation approach, when the laser is irradiated onto the specimen, a thermal shock is generated via the thermoelastic mechanism, resulting in instant thermal expansion. ese laser shocks contain a broad range of frequency components that were reported to be suitable for simulating pyroshock up to the high-frequency regime, such as those in the mid field and near field. In fact, various cases of pyroshock have been simulated using laser shock training based on an iterative signal decomposition and synthesis method [14] . However, this technique often showed low estimation accuracy in the low-frequency regime of subkilohertz frequencies, which might accompany engineering vibration, because the laser pulse-induced elastic wave contains primarily high-frequency components. In other words, laser shock-based simulation of the pyroshock accompanying subkilohertz vibration is very challenging to perform because of the structural boundary condition.
To overcome these limitations described above, we developed a hybrid method of modal analysis and laser shock scanning to simulate the pyroshock over the whole frequency regime. In the far field, with low-frequency components less than 3 kHz, because the finite element analysis verified the accurate simulation performance [12, 13] , the far-field pyroshock was simulated using the modal analysis. In the mid and near field, because the laser shock-based experimental simulation provided accurate simulation performance [14] , the mid-and near-field pyroshock over 3 kHz was simulated using laser shock. Each simulation result was superimposed and reconstructed to the pyroshock based on iterative signal decomposition and synthesis. In this study, the acceleration time history of pyroshock and the SRS are simulated. e simulation results are compared to actual pyroshock. A peak-to-peak acceleration difference (PAD) and a mean acceleration difference (MAD) are used to determine the similarity between the simulation results and the actual pyroshock. e PAD represents the error of the peak-to-peak response of the time-domain signal, and the MAD represents the error of the SRS between simulated results and the actual pyroshock [14] . ere are other statistical measures which are commonly used to compare the similarity between signals such as correlation coefficient or root mean square deviation [15, 16] . However, in the pyroshock study, the similarity of the peak-to-peak acceleration is more important than the similarity of the whole signal in simulation of the time-domain signal. e hybrid method developed in this study proves that the pyroshock can be simulated in a complex structure, such as an open-box-type tension joint; thus, the method can be used to evaluate the risk of pyroshock in the temporal and spectral domains. Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the pyroshock simulation algorithm developed in this study. e algorithm is comprised of six steps. In the first step, actual pyroshock signals are measured using laser Doppler vibrometers (LDVs). In the second step, laser shock signals generated by a Q-switched laser are acquired through a broadband PZT sensor in a wave propagation imaging system (G-UPI, X-NDT Inc.). In the third step, modal analysis is performed on the subkilohertz vibration regime, often called the far field, even though the distance from the source is not far, and then the result is superimposed on the laser scanning data and stored as reference data. In the fourth step, the difference between the reference data and the actual pyroshock is analyzed based on the SRS, and then, the optimized gain value for correcting the difference between the two signals is selected and applied to predict the SRS of pyroshock. In the fifth step, the information of the predicted SRS is given to the laser scanning data using an iterative signal decomposition and synthesis method developed in [14] to simulate the timedomain signal of the pyroshock at all the scan areas. In the final step, the pyroshock wave propagation image (PWPI) and the shock response spectrum image (SRSI) are obtained using simulated pyroshock signals and spectra, respectively. Figure 3 (a), is a conventional pyrodevice, which is separated by a ridge-cut mechanism [17] . e explosive bolts have advantages of simple operation and low weight, but they have the disadvantage of providing a large impulse. Figure 3 (b) is a pyrolock device (Hanwha Corporation) designed to reduce the impulse of the explosive bolts. In this study, we used the developed hybrid method to simulate the explosive bolt-induced shock and the pyrolock-induced shock and then compared them in time and frequency domains. In the experiment, an open-boxtype tension joint made of a stainless-steel material was used to simulate the environment in which the substructure is separated from the main structure. e open-box-tension joint has four surfaces with one free edge where considerable vibration is also induced via explosion. Two types of pyrodevices were installed on the specimens, and pyroshock signals were measured using three LDVs. Details of the measurement point and test specimens are shown in Figure 3 (c). e coordinates of the measurement points are represented by (x s , y s ). e voltage signals collected from the LDVs are stored in the PC, where the pyroshock voltage signal is denoted by V D (x s , y s , t). V D (x s , y s , t) is then converted to the pyroshock signal, P(x s , y s , t), of the acceleration unit through a conversion process using equation (1) . e detailed conditions of data acquisition are listed in Table 1 :
Pyroshock Simulation Using the Hybrid Method of Modal Analysis and Laser Shock Scanning

Pyroshock Measurement on an Open-Box-Type Tension Joint. A 1/2-inch explosive bolt (Hanwha Corporation), shown in
where V D (x s , y s , t) is the pyroshock signal of digital voltage form (V), P(x s , y s , t) is the pyroshock signal of the acceleration unit (g), CF is the calibration factor of LDV, A dB is the attenuation factor of the attenuator, and CF mr is the measurement unit of the LDV sensor (m/s/V).
Laser Shock Scanning Measurement on the Open-Box-Type Tension Joint.
rough the pyroshock measurement process, we can observe the characteristics of the pyroshock. However, the point measurement of the actual pyroshock at limited points is not sufficient to understand and analyze the pyroshock that is propagated over the structure. To visualize the propagation of pyroshock in the full field over the structure, we simulate pyroshock using laser shock. e same structure used in the pyroshock measurement was prepared to obtain the laser shock signals. Next, PZT sensors were installed in place of the pyrodevice, as shown in Figure 4 , because the reciprocal setup of the laser shock scanning system with a wavelength of 532 nm (G-UPI, X-NDT Inc.) designates the sensor locations' shock source locations. Subsequently, the laser scanning process was performed by setting the signal acquisition conditions through the GUI platform. e laser shocks generated by using the Q-switched laser were collected through a PZT sensor, and the obtained laser scanning data were represented by L(x, y, t), depending on the laser shock location. In this case, the scanning area was set to include pyroshock measurement points, as shown in Table 2 .
Modal Analysis for the Simulation of Pyroshock on the
Open-Box-Type Tension Joint. Because the PZT sensor used to acquire laser shock scanning data is a contact type and broadband sensor of a central frequency of 200 kHz and a bandwidth of 1.2 MHz, the sensitivity differs, depending on the frequency range. However, the PZT has poor sensitivity in the subkilohertz regime. e pyroshock simulation requires shock signal acquisition over a very wide frequency range, and the laser shock-capturing sensor requires very high sensitivity; however, it is difficult to find such a widerange PZT sensor covering the whole pyroshock analysis range with high sensitivities over the range. In addition, the LDV is not suitable for the simulation because it provides SNR insufficient for measuring laser shock signal. erefore, we developed the hybrid method involving the finite element analysis method for the low-frequency pyroshock accompanying vibration and the laser scanning method in the high-frequency regime, utilizing the advantages of each of the two simulation methods. Figure 5 shows the hybrid simulation process. First, modal analysis is performed on the low-frequency vibration regime. Figure 5(a) shows the FEM analysis model and the blue surface means fixed condition. e modal analysis results are shown in Figure 5 (b). After completing the modal analysis, Mode(x, y, f n ), expressed by a relative displacement value, is obtained by extracting the result in the interested area. Mode(x t , y t , f n ), which is the analysis value at the same point as an arbitrary measurement point of pyroshock, is extracted, and then, the ratio to the SRS P (x t , y t , f n ) is stored in G Mode (f n ). G Mode (f n ) is a representative gain value for all points that convert the modal analysis result saved as the relative displacement value into the amplitude of the actual pyroshock. By multiplying G Mode (f n ) by Mode(x, y, f n ), the SRS of the pyroshock corresponding to the high-frequency regime is predicted. Mode T (x, y, t, f n ) is obtained by providing a sine wave to the predicted SRS of the pyroshock in the low-frequency component as shown in Figure 5(c) . Finally, the obtained Mode T (x, y, t, f n ) is superimposed with the laser scanning data L(x, y, t) to obtain reference data Ref(x, y, t) to be used for the pyroshock simulation. Because the open-box-type tension joint used in this experiment was a stainless-steel material, the modal analysis was performed under the conditions shown in Table 3 . In the process of obtaining the gain value, pyroshock signals at the measurement point 3 were used.
1/2-Inch Explosive Bolt-Induced Shock Simulation on the
Open-Box-Type Tension Joint. Using only two sets of pyroshock data, which were measured at point 1 and point 3, a 1/2-inch explosive bolt-induced pyroshock simulation was performed based on iterative signal decomposition and synthesis. Further information on the iterative signal decomposition and synthesis method can be found in reference [14] . Figure 6 shows the pyroshock simulation results at the training point. e black signal represents the actual pyroshock signal, and the blue signal represents the simulation result. At training point 1, the time- e PWPI and SRSI were obtained as shown in Figure 7 by applying the gain value obtained through the training process to all the points equally. Figure 7(a) shows a snapshot of the PWPI at 300 μs, and Figures 7(b)-7(d) show snapshots of the SRSIs at 1 kHz, 3 kHz, and 30 kHz, respectively. To verify the reliability of the obtained PWPI and SRSI, the simulated results were compared with the actual pyroshock at measurement point 2, which was not used at all in the simulation process. As shown in Figure 8 , the comparison results confirmed that the time-domain signal was simulated with a PAD of 4.87%, and the SRS was simulated with an MAD of 31.92%.
1/2-Inch Pyrolock-Induced Shock Simulation on the Open-
Box-Type Tension Joint. Using only two sets of pyroshock data, which were measured at point 1 and point 3, a 1/2-inch explosive bolt-induced pyroshock simulation was performed based on iterative signal decomposition and synthesis. Figure 9 shows the pyroshock simulation results at the e black signal represents the actual pyroshock signal, and the blue signal represents the simulation result. At training point 1, the time domain signal was simulated with a PAD of 22.70%, and the SRS was simulated with an MAD of 29.20%. At training point 3, the time domain signal was simulated with a PAD of 3.89%, and the SRS was simulated with an MAD of 29.01%. e PWPI and SRSI were obtained as shown in Figure 10 by applying the gain value obtained through the training process to all the points equally. Figure 10(a) shows a snapshot of PWPI at 300 μs, and Figures 10(b)-10(d) show snapshots of SRSI at 1 kHz, 3 kHz, and 30 kHz, respectively. To verify the reliability of the obtained PWPI and SRSI, the simulated results were compared with the actual pyroshock at measurement point 2, which was not used at all in the simulation process. As shown in Figure 11 , the comparison results confirmed that the time domain signal was simulated with a PAD of 12.60%, and the SRS was simulated with an MAD of 24.92%.
Comparison between Explosive Bolt-Induced
Shock and Pyrolock-Induced Shock Using Simulation Results Table 4 shows the peak-to-peak acceleration of the pyrolock and explosive bolt-induced shocks. e pyrolock-induced shock compared to the explosive bolt shows the impulse amount of 1/12 level at measurement points 1 and 3 and 1/5 level at measurement point 2.
Because the pyroshock is affected by the geometrical shape of the structure, the impulse ratio of the two pyrodevices differs depending on the measurement point. erefore, it is difficult to quantitatively evaluate the impulse of pyrolock and explosive bolt based on only the peak-topeak acceleration information at three points. e system developed in this study simulated pyroshock at all points and visualized the pyroshock in the time domain and frequency domain to quantitatively compare the impulse amount of an explosive bolt and a pyrolock. Before comparing the simulation results, we first summarize the similarity between the actual pyroshock and simulation results in Table 5 to verify the simulation results. e timedomain signal was simulated with an averaged PAD of 11.2%, and the SRS was simulated with an averaged MAD of 28.5%. Figure 12 shows that the simulation performance is improved compared to the pyroshock simulation method based on the laser shock developed in the past. Moreover, considering that the repeatability of the pyroshock itself is approximately 20% [14] , the simulation performance is satisfactory. Because the reliability of the simulation results was verified, the impulses of an explosive bolt and a pyrolock were analyzed using the simulation results. Figure 13(a) shows the result of Figure 12 : Comparison of the simulation performance between the conventional pyroshock simulation algorithm and the developed algorithm at the verification point: (a) hybrid method and (b) reference [14] . visualization of the explosive bolt-induced shock in the time domain and frequency domain, and Figure 13 (b) shows the visualization of the pyrolock-induced shock in the time domain and frequency domain. Comparing the simulation results in the time domain using the PWPI, the pyrolock is found to have a smaller impulse amount compared to the conventional explosive bolt. Because the timedomain signal is a superposition of various frequency components, it is necessary to confirm which frequency component is reduced. e SRSI is divided into a far-field regime corresponding to 100 Hz to 3 kHz including a low-frequency vibration component, a mid-field regime corresponding to 3 kHz to 10 kHz, and a near-field regime corresponding to 10 kHz to 100 kHz. In the far field, the two shocks do not show a large difference, whereas in the mid-field and near-field regime, a marked decrease in the amount of pyrolock impulse is found.
Conclusions
In this study, we developed a hybrid method of modal analysis and laser shock scanning to visualize the pyroshock propagation accompanying vibration according to the boundary condition and to evaluate the risk of pyroshock. e hybrid method predicts the characteristics of pyroshock in the open-box tension joint by combining laser shock and modal analysis where the modal analysis was used to superimpose the low-frequency vibration to pyroshock propagation; Both laser shock and modal analysis results were superposed and reconstructed to the pyroshock using iterative signal decomposition and synthesis. e pyroshock propagation characteristics of the two different pyrodevices, an explosive bolt and a pyrolock, in the open-box-type tension joint were simulated using the developed hybrid simulation method. e time-domain signal was simulated with an averaged PAD of 11.2%, and the SRS was simulated with an averaged MAD of 28.5%. Considering that the repeatability of the pyroshock itself is approximately 20%, the simulation performance was found to be satisfactory. On the contrary, simulation results at point 1 show relatively higher MAD and PAD than the other two points. e reason was that the point 1 showed much more complex response than the other two points since it was the result of measurement near the stiffer boundary. In order to improve the simulation results in this boundary, further investigation of various wave modes seems necessary. We visualized the simulation results in the temporal and spectral domains to compare the pyroshock induced by each pyrodevice. A comparison of the simulations showed that the pyrolock has an impulse level 1/12 in magnitude compared to that of the explosion bolt. In particular, it was confirmed that, in the near field, the pyrolock-induced shock has a smaller impulse magnitude than the explosive bolt-induced shock. e hybrid method developed in this paper demonstrated that it is possible to simulate pyroshock over the entire frequency regime in complex specimens accompanying vibration and to evaluate the risk in time and frequency domains.
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